ASIAN ESSENTIALS

Mixed Asian Fingers

Cabbage Pak Choi

Dark purple, white and green
mini eggplant, with green calyxes. Fruit are prized for the
tender, non bitter flesh. Fruits
can reach eight inches long
and are cylindrical. Best used
when harvested young. Set large crops of lovely fruit finger
shaped fruit. Asian Fingers
works wonderfully planted in
the garden or containers.

Garlic Chives Geisha

Forty five days to maturity,
Chinese non-heading leaf type
cabbage. These bulbous plants
with large white midribs, have
slight mustard taste, cool weather plant, does best in early
spring or fall, long standing,
used like celery or for greens,
common throughout most of
China and Asia.

Onion Warrior

A vigorous growing chive with
a nice garlic flavor. Slightly
wider, flatter and more refined
leaves topped by pretty white
flowers late in the season. This
is a great culinary herb for use
in stir-fries, soups, compound
butters and as a fresh garnish
for a variety of dishes. When
Geisha does burst into bloom,
the butterfly inhabitants will
be very happy!

Easy-to-grow bunching onion,
Warrior grows quickly and
thus matures early, producing
a very uniform crop of slender,
crisp onion stalks that are easy
to harvest and clean. Warrior
will hold up in the garden longer than similar green onion
varieties. Can be used raw to
add texture, flavor and color to
all kinds of dishes

Dragon Cayenne F1
Dragon Cayenne is well
adapted for many growing
regions and makes a great
bedding plant for tasty
home cooked Asian cuisine.
Do not be fooled by these
cute red fruit. They pack
quite a spicy punch.

Radish Watermelon
Large white rooted radish
with green shoulders. The
inside flesh is red to pink
colored, plus very sweet
and crisp. Large tops
aids in easy picking. Pick
and bunch while they are
colorful and still small.
A unique novelty variety
for the farmer’s market or
specialty restaurant sales.

Pepper Super Thai Chili F1

Green Dragon F1

Upright clusters of two
to three inch hot peppers,
matures red, compact plant
grows to twenty inches
with beautiful foliage and
bears abundantly. Culinary
and ornamental Thai type
pepper. Excellent choice for
patio containers or raised
bed culture.

Our most popular sweet
burpless cucumber is
long, and never bitter.
This dark green slicer
has very few spines; the
smooth fruit are eight to
ten inches long and matures in fifty-five days
from direct sowing.
Green dragon has multiple disease resistance
for easy growing.
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